TELEGRAMS

LETTERS

WILL NOT PRODUCE ANY
REPROCESSED GOLF BALLS

Unless you ship us your used golf balls we can't send you a single ball.

We don't know when NEW golf balls of any kind will be available—they are not in sight right now.

You and your club members must realize how drastic the situation is. The solution of this supply problem rests with you.

Collect all the used golf balls you can and ship them to us to reprocess the "U.S." Selective-grading way.

We will test and mark all reprocessed golf balls according to playing quality, with these famous brands—

U.S. ROYAL • THREE STAR U.S. ROYAL • U.S. FAIRWAY • U.S. NOBBY

Ask your "U. S." golf ball representative about our new, more-profit-for-you proposition on reprocessed golf balls.

SERVING THROUGH SCIENCE

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
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